Want to fast charge BB-326, BB-390, BB-2590, BB-388, BB-516, BB-2800, BB-2847 and MBITR batteries in your vehicle while on the move?

Order the vehicle-mounted charger, PP-8481B/U, NSN 6130-01-527-2726.

The charger comes with two universal adapters to charge the above batteries, and AC and DC power cables.

Whether set up in your commo shop or installed in a vehicle, the charger will charge two batteries at a time, then automatically move to the next two batteries in line.

The charger can hold eight BB-2590s or a mix of BB-390s by using two bulk adapters, J-6581/U, NSN 5940-01-494-7116.

Other features on this new charger are a “charge status” indicator for each charging position, a low voltage vehicle battery cutoff, a top-off charge capability, upgradable software, and a blackout button.